
“One of the biggest obstacles to making lots of money is not a lack of good ideas or 
opportunities or time, or that we’re too slovenly or stupid, it’s that we refuse to give ourselves 
permission to become rich.” Jen Sincero, You Are A Badass at Making Money 
 
YOU might not even be the reason you refuse to give yourself permission to be rich.  
 
Many of us are HUGELY influenced by the thoughts and feelings of other people. Without us 
even knowing.  
 
And over time, your brain may have been trained to believe things about money that no longer 
serve you. 
 
That’s why you have intuition.  
 
The source of your true thoughts and feelings.  
 
Your intuition KNOWS what you want.  
 
In order to have what your intuition is calling you toward, you may have to convince your brain 
first. 
 
If you want to be: 
 

● Doing what you want to be doing 
● With who you want to be doing it with 
● Where you want to be doing it 
● When you want to be doing it 
● With more than enough resources to be doing it 

 
I would love to have you join me for the next six weeks 
 
Beginning on May 22, 2020, I’ll be offering an opportunity “Give Yourself Permission To Be 
Rich” 
 
You’ll get: 
 
-The opportunity to decide how much money you want, when you want it, and a plan to receive 
it 
 
-3, 1:1 Zoom calls with  where we’ll discuss your money desires, relax your nervous system, and 
identify subconscious thoughts standing between you and money 
 
-membership in “I Give Myself Permission to be Rich” FaceBook group 



 
-3 videos designed to retrain your money brain 
 
This program would normally cost $499, but the pilot special is just $249! 
 
Click here to register to reserve your spot before May 22. 
 
Still need help to understand if this is the right course for you? 
 
Here’s to the Trail Blazers 
 
The introverted geniuses 
 
The visionaries 
 
The ones who believe that life listens to those who are bold enough to follow their heart 
 
The ones that have the energy to make visible what’s inside of them on the outside 
 
That the addiction to loving life is the greatest discipline in the world 
 
The ones that love hoodies, cows, trees, and mash-ups 
 
You can’t ignore them because they know that abundance is a feeling not an activity 
 
They believe that time off is as important as time on 
 
Because they explore their innerverse 
 
While the world sees a dreamer 
 
I see a seed of genius 
 
Because the people who are wild enough to believe that fun is productive  
 
Are the ones that change the world 
 
Join me to Give Yourself Permission to Become Rich today! 
 
If you’re still not sure, I would love to have a conversation with you to talk about it. Email me at 
carla.wiersema@gmail.com to schedule a call. 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1qZ6bmtt4FXQZNqUgrjDLfqP5teETdY9oMvaCTFT4r60/edit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1qZ6bmtt4FXQZNqUgrjDLfqP5teETdY9oMvaCTFT4r60/edit
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